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The murder on October 18 of the three Red Army Fraction prisoners,
Andreas Baader, Gudrun Ensslin and Jan-Carl Raspe at Stammheim was
the culmination of the West German state s recently developed double
strategy of holding each of its 120 or so political prisoners as hostages
against further guerilla activity, and of destroying the politics of the
guerilla opposition psychologically through use of the media These were
not the first results of the Federal Republic s new tactic Holger Meins
was murdered at Willich prison on November 9 T974 to break the third
RAF hunger strike Siegfried Hausner was murdered at Stammheim on
May 4 1975 in answer to the attack against the West Germany embassy 1
in Stockholm, in which he was wounded and captured, and because he
could prove that the explosion at the embassy was the work of a West
German special police squad “Ulrike Meinhof was murdered at ether the "ew Federal Attorney
Stammheim on May 9 i976 shortly before a petition was to be Conducted negotlauons with the
presented to the court proving the complicity of the FDR in the hunger Smkers, Se, about Sabotagmg
Vietnamese war the implementation of the demands

Each has been a carefully planned action, with the murder intended |t now became Obwous that the one
to appear as suicide or the result of deter iorating medical condition fmai Obstacie to the extermination
This preparation has not been restricted to the carrying out of the strategy were the prisoners lawyers who
murders but has each time extended to psychological preparation of the clearly understood their role to be
public for weeks in advance through the media, to instill among other 5-1‘/'"8 the |'\/B5 of the" °'|1'e"'¢|5'1"hdensurin their human ri ts n t ethings the equation that suicide on the part of RAF pi isoneis equals weeks tin followed thegauthormes,
disillusionment with RAF politics What follows is an outline of how the fronted by Rebmann’ hunched 3
W€St G€FlTl3.n Stfslif W215 3.bl€ t0 CEll'l'y Olslt lt5 Stlilllffgy (_jamp3_|gn w|th the (jQmp||(;|ty Qf the
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—General Rebmann, who had himself

On April 7 this year, during the total isolation became too much for
fourth hunger strike Federal Attorney the authorities to openly ]US'[lfY and was
—General Buback who had been lifted The prisoners ended their thirst
responsible for the deathS Of Ulrike strike, but the hunger strike continued
Meinhof, Siegfried Hausner and Holger On April 30 the Regional justice
MEIFIS, W215 executed ll’! Karlsruhe The M|n|5t|'y Qf the Baden Wurttemberg
Ulflke Melfihfif Commando claimed 3|-ea (whieh |ne|ude5 Stammheim)
l'e5P°"5'billtY The hunger 5tl"l<B announced that a high level decision
PFISOHEFS were immediately transferred had been taken to concentrate all
t0 '£0lLE1l lSOlI.l'[l0fl C0l'ldllIlOl'lS, that IS, p(')||t|Ca| pr|5Qner5 |n[Q grgupg Qf 15
held 35 h05li38@5 Thei’ 3Ut0maYl¢allY Given this assurance the 80 prisoners
went IHIO lIhll‘SI strike Earlier the ended their hunger 5[|'|ke
l9|'l50"@T5 law}/°"5 hi?‘-d lel"al|Y forced The concession of allowing prisoners
the authorities to conduct a medical to concentrate into groups of l5
enquiry into the coridItI0hS Under directly obstructed the authorities
which West Germany 5 Dfilltlilfll anti-terrorist tactic of holding all
prISOhei'S were being held Thfi political prisoners as hostages All the
|l'WeStlgatl0|'i recommended that mere 50 because by now it had been
p0ll1IlCE.ll pHSOI‘lel‘S Sl'lOUld Il'l future be decided tr) 5()|\/e the prgblern
held either in ordinary prison Stammheim as it had become called,
¢0FIdiTF@"5i 0|’ all 31 0"‘? 5P?-19131 once and for all Accordingly as soon
location, or in groupings of l5 at as pressure on the government had
different locations The central demand eased (the possibility of hunger
of the fourth hunger, and now thirst, strikers dying on the one hand, and Guam E
strike, was that these recommendations public concern at legitimacy of the StemmT1el’fle’shiee Photo taken secretly '“
be implemented After four days the hunger strikers demands on the 6 W Weeks before her murder
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working with political prisoners. The
state called it ‘drying out the
sympathisers swamp’. After the hunger
strike Andreas Baader, Gudrun Ensslin,
Jan-Carl Raspe, Ingrid Schubert and
lrmgard Muller were the only prisoners
on Stammheim’s seventh floor. Then
three more RAF prisoners, Werner
Hoppe, Wolfgang Beer and Helmut
Pohl, were shipped in‘ from Hamburg.
After being wounded and captured in a
shoot-out Gunther Sonnenberg and
Verena Becker arrived. Gunther
Sonnenberg, who had been shot in the
head, was almost immediately
transferred to a psychiatric clinic near
Frankfurt. Finally a tenth prisoner
arrived, Sabine Schmitz. Stammheim
was the only prison where the
authorities’ assurance was even partly
implemented. Verena Becker and
Sabine Schmitz were held isolated from
the other prisoners and only managed
to obtain contact with them (an hour
or two a day) after a long and severe
hunger strike. During this time their
two Stuttgart lawyers, Arnd Mkuller
and Armin Newerla were charged with
attempted murder, since they hadn’t
intervened tostop the hunger strike, a
clear expression of the new tactics used
to criminalise defence aid. After
further waiting for the government to
implement its assurance, l6 people,
including the Holger Meins Commando
which had attacked the Stockholm
embassy and other prisoners not in
Stammheim, resumed the hunger strike.
It now became clear that the state was
preparing to use this new situation to
murder RAF prisoners. Rebmann
launched a counter-information
campaign including production of a
document detailing ‘outstanding
prison conditions’ of the political
prisoners and thus publicly undermining
the hunger strike. Next the campaign
against defence lawyers and
‘sympathisers’ was reinforced. In
firactice this meant regular raids on

ouses and offices, and finally a
discussion of the politics of force-
feeding, was started in the press with
the aim of preparing the West German
population for the use of the so called
British method ie. as long as the
prisoner is fit mentally she or he either
eats or dies. ln an interview with We/I
am Sonntag Rebmann let slip: ’lt’s
always bad if prisoners die, but the
population wants the state to behave
towards the prisoners as their terrible
acts demand’, A

On luly 30 jurgen Ponto, head of
Dresdener Bank and board member of
Krupps, Daimler-Benz, AEG-Telefunken
and Thyssen, was shot dead when he _
resisted kidnapping. The event made ro4November/December77Page1

econfinued next page Ze
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Andreas Baader and Gudru
two things clear. It showed that the '

n Ensslin during trial

t its

lawyers’ and judges’ associations, the
Russell Peace Foundation and Amnesty

RAF still had the ability and continuity g International. Never having had any"
toattack central positions in the I
switchboard of imperialist power, and
at the same time it showed that the
guerilla structure was still out of reach
for the state. It alsoprovided the
pretext for the authorities to escalate
their strategy into its final phase. Six
days later Andreas Baader was
‘accidentally’ locked in Gudrun;
Ensslin’s cell after the ‘free association’
period. An hour later the ‘mistake’ was
discovered and they were taken out and
beaten. Three days later (August 8) 40
to 50 police and warders brutally beat
up the eleven RAF prisoners and threw
them into any cell which was at hand.
They were then beaten up a second
time when sorted out into their own
cells. On August 23 Gudrun Ensslin and
two other women prisoners were rushed
to hospital. The I6 prisoners who had
been on hunger strike and who had,
interrupted it due to the extremely e
brutal force-feeding methods now went
on hunger and thirst strike and over 40
other prisoners joined in. Werner Hoppe
Wolfgang Beer and Helmut Pohl were
transferred back to Hamburg, Ingrid I
Muller to a prison near Munich, and
Sabine Schmitz and Verena Becker put
back into isolation.

Once again the West German
government came under heavy inter-
national pressure to concede the _
prisoners’ demands. Organisations from

intention of fulfilling its assurances to
the prisoners, the West German s
authorities merely escalated their A
campaign against the ‘sympathisers
swamp’. Lawyers and others involved re
with the prisoners, including the
Antifas (anti-fascist groups working
with the prisoners and trying to
publicise the role of the FDR in
Europe) were systematically defamed
in the press and constantly harassed.
Raids took place and documents were
confiscated from flats all over the
country, including some at the border
in transit to the European Court of
Human Rights where a case was being
prepared against the West German
Government. The culmination of this
campaign was the bombing of the office
of defence lawyers Croissant, Newerla
and Muller in Stuttgart on the night of
August I4/15. Files and papers were
destroyed. As might be expected the
authorities had had the office under
constant surveillance from a house
opposite yet claimed to have seen no
one enter or leave. This was in fact
because, like the Stockholm explosion,
they had done it themselves. j, S P71

Rebmann had by now made it‘cl'ear
that despite international pressurehe
intended to use the hungerstrike to
murder the prisoners. He was quoted in
a newspaper interview as saying ‘I don’t
care if they die’. Accordingly on A

all over Europe protested, including |September 3 the prisoners came out of

On the weekend of Oct. I/2 the first
ever Irish National Women’s Conference
was held in Belfast despite enormous
obstacles. Typical of these was
difficulty in finding a venue; the difficulty, of forming links with women

from the 20 to 30 age group; quite a
large section was made up of students
and university graduates which
brought home to us the urgency, and

Queen’s University of Belfast Student from other social groups and
Union refused use of their facilities on ‘especially those in rural areas.
account of the Tsexist bias’ of the l We devided into small groups for
conference (for full details of the ‘workshop sessions, the same topics t
correspondence Ol'l l',l"liS see OCI. issue Of ibejng dj5e|_j55ed5j|T1u|[;;1ne()u5ly In
Spare Rlbl The Same attitude W515 N‘ each group. Themes included violence
reflected in thesubsequent press
coverage of the event in the Northern
lreland Sunday News, their 700 word
article was entitled ‘Men—I(eep Out’,
and as one might expect from such a
heading, the account was principally
concerned with the exclusion of male
participants rather than with the
concrete achievements of the women
involved. Since all the papers had been
officially informed by the conference
and invited to send along women
reporters and photographers, the
planning committee was justifiably
indignant at the media response.
However, it is an apt illustration of the
prevailing climate here. -

Such setbacks notwithstanding well
over a hundred women came to the
conference which finally took place in
the Extra Mural Dept. of Queen’s
University. They came from all parts
of the country, both north and south,
as well as-from Britain. There were
women of all ages present, mostly e
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against women, health and the
relationship between feminism and
republicanism. It was difficult in the
time available to establish an
atmosphere in which it was possible
to get into a subject in any depth,
and discussion often remained
superficial. I felt that in my group we
let ourselves be tyrannised by the
suggested structure, instead of
scrapping it when it didn’t suit us'and
working out our own procedures.
Many women voiced the opinion that
the real value of the weekend lay in a
the personal contacts made outside
the workshops, I think a lot of us
went home having made several new
friends. For me, one of the high points
was an exhilarating discussion on
Feminism and Anarchism which took
place on Sundaymorning. This was
not on the original schedule but
formed spontaneously when two or
three of us discovered a similarity of
interests and approach; six women in
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thirst and hungerstrike not wishing to
make the Attorney-General’s job easier.
Two days later Hans Schleyer, ex SS
troop leader, head of Federal Union of
German Employer Associations and
president of the Federation Of German
Industry was taken prisoner by the
RAF. Immediately 70 prisoners were
put into total isolation as hostages, a
move justified by the government on
grounds that West Germany was in a
state of emergency. A Berlin judge
criticised the isolation of prisoners
under his charge as unnecessary. The I
governmentquickly ‘Iegalised’ the
situation by rushing through the
Kontactsperre (contact ban) law in just
three days. The events thattook place j
from then until the West German, state,

- - _ . . 1- . .

at a point where all political prisoners
were in isolation and every one I ,
associated with their defence either I
under arrest or frightened off, chose to
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and free the hostages.Every state
murders those that resist their power.
The model West German state does it
three at a time l:lBlack Aid_Group
. For at least one of the two SAS men
at Mogadishu, working with the
German GS 9 commando was not his
first taste of excitement. Sgt. Barry
Davies has already played a very active
role in Northern Ireland ‘counter- -
insurgency ’. In I973 he and another
British SAS office/j, Captain Dent,
were captured by the IRA in the
GrosvenorlFalls area. A n ensuing
dispute between the Officials and
Provisionals as to who should deal with
them was only solved by them having
one each. Dent-was Texecufed’ by the
Prov/‘es, and Davies was shot and left
for dead by the ‘stickies 1 Unfortunately
he survived to receive a substantial I ~
cash payment for theiincident from thei-
Northern Ireland Office and an MBE R

murder three hr lr5 h95r3gre5i3ree Weill 9 ‘ for 'ser'vices to community relations -
kh°‘”"' Uneerrrrrmed reperrs S"‘gge'r’r" Northern Ireland’ in the "74, honours _
rrrar Arldreee Beedetemi preeeeh‘ list. Presumably the same ‘community r

‘ I _| - I
- , . i ,Gudrun Ensslin, Irmgaard Muller and

jan-Carl Raspe were flown via Crete, to
Somalia and put incontact with the
guerillas holding the hostages at
Mogadishu, in order to convince them
that the West German authorities were
meeting their demands. Using this cover
of immanent exchange the SAS-led
German Special Commando unit was
able to shoot their way into the aircraft
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fare

Jan Carl Ras 9 9

all attended. We are hoping to
maintain regular contact with each
other and to make some kind of
contribution, as Anarca-Feminists, to
the next conference due to take place
in Dublin some time in January.

1

There was a plenary session on
Sunday afternoon, which brought to
the surface a number of problems the
Irish women’s movement will have to
confront. Firstly, there seems to be a
divide between those women who see
the ‘movement’ as an organisation
resembling traditional political parties
and groups, and those who want it to
become something completely
different; and secondly, there is clearly
disagreement concerning what attitude
—-if any—-we should take towards the
‘national question’. These issues have
still to be resolved--something that will
take time. On the positive side, it was
decided to set up a telephone tree, so
that feminists throughout the country
could be mobilised at a moment’s
notice to support campaigns and
demonstrations and to start a feminist
newsletter so that people will be
informed of all the activities of all the
different women’s groups. All were
unanimous in recognising the need for
another conference in the near future
and women from Dublin volunteered to
undertake the task of arranging one.
[:lRomira Worvill
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relations he displayed at Mogadishu

Last year when I was in Andalucia, a
young socialist student from Madrid
told me Anarchism was of historical
interest but had not survived the fierce
repression and was now a spent force.
It was then possible to believe him in
spite of the odd C.N.T. graffiti, or the
history of anarchism that you could pick
out from the rows of books devoted to
Marxist analysis. A

In Barcelona this year such a gloomy A
statement would be ludicrous. g
Wandering at random around central
Barcelona I found the headquarters of
the anarchist unions for tourist and
transportation industries and the
regional office; it wasn’t a matter of

S *foo1<ihg*aT'fl'&m*-  ’éaiaieerve‘‘chi-earI =—
enormous black and red flag hanging
outside. The nameplates looked as if
they have been there for decades,
Franco might as well not have
bothe red,

The jigne elections have already had
their psychological effect. The g
newspapers and magazines are focusing ,
almost exclusively on parliamentary
activities and ignoring Neighbourhood
Associations; and needless to say, N
C.N.T. and other anarchist activity. In
an analysis of coverage in the national
press, the C.N.T. paper found that the
worst papers for ignoring the C.N.T. I
were in fact the supposedly liberal
papers like El Pals. They attribute this
to the number of socialist and S
communist members on the staff. The
division between parliamentary
opposition and the rest is already
clearly defined. The closer the
socialists and communists get to
exercising state power, the less they will
be able to appear as agents for real
change. The Spanish Communist
leader Carrillo has been calling for a
government of ‘national concentration’
ie., because of the crises, he is happy to
share power with the present right wing
government.

This is, of course, the policy being
put into effect by the Italian
communists. In Ajo Blanco (White A
Garlic), an article called ‘Europression’
uses the Italian and German examples
to warn of the new forms of
repression which will replace the crude
excesses of fascism. It points out how
the Italian Communist Party is trying to
portray everybody who rejects their
Labour Party style ‘social contract’ as
either a criminal or a lunatic. When
students were shot by police in
Bologna, it was not a political act,
simply a way of dealing with bandits.
There is strong identification of the
C.N.T. with the revolt in Spanish
‘prisons in july. The revolt was of
‘ordinary’ or ‘social’ prisoners which, of
course, for anarchists are just as
‘political’ and in need of amnesty as
those more usually accepted as
political prisoners.r_Only a
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few months ago, Carrillo dismissecl the
C.N.T. as a bunch of faggots and ‘drug
users’. The article points out that for
‘scientific socialists‘ like Hobsbawn,
anarchism is fundamentally a pre-
rindustrial messianic movement, an
anachronistic nuisance in the industrial
age. In Italy the Communist Party has
been trying to dismiss the student
opposition as ‘criminal terrorists’, and
there is nothing to indicate that the
Spanish variety would be any different

But, the main conflict is between the I
people and the fascist state machinery,
which is still intact and dangerous.  
People are very aware of the pretence
of democracy which the government is
presenting to the world as the ‘real
thing’. I was continually being warned
that nothing had really changed. Well,
the huge festivals in Barcelona of
communists and anarchists, the big
Trotskyist banners hung across the
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todefend one of the basic tenets of
feminism, the need for women to
meet and organise separately from
men, was an Italian. In the last few
months a book shop and a women’s
bar have opened in Barcelona; a
demonstration following the rape and
murder of a young woman there was
15,000 strong. Many of the
revolutionary organisations have not
yet experienced the full impact of
women‘s growing awareness of the
oppression that has rocked similar
organisations in other European
countries. In Ajo B/anco a woman
writes bitterly about the way women
were prevented from having their
own meeting during the july
libertarian festival; not just by the

(Free Women), the anarchist women s
organisation

The strongest impression I ve come

Rflmbl35, 5l"°W that there '5 3 dlffefem the possibilities are much greater than
atmosphere

The tension between the liberal
in other European countries While in
some respects, like communal living,

cosmetics and the ogrebeneath is never ‘dope the math hope’, ete_ e |et of
far away. The p0llIZiC&l 56-CLII'llIy ' are ‘Saying Sounds

court may have been abolished, but the hke Somewhere e|5e teh yea,-5 age, |

particularly interested in courts. The people say that nothing has really

rrlalrl Srrer-15, the C-N-T 5'r_3ll5 ll} the back with is the sense that in Spain
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I On Thursday October 6 we made
placards saying ‘Since When Has Rape
Been A joke?’ and ‘One Woman Raped
ls Every Woman Raped’ as well as ‘Men
Against Rape’ for some male suppctrters
to carry. We also wrote a short leaf et
to give to shoppers.

On Friday October 6 a group of us,
including four men, assembled outside
Catford Tescos and started giving out
leaflets and talking to people in the
shop. We were overwhelmed by the
response, women were particularly
angry and eager to sign our petition.
Many people said they would write to
Tescos head office personally. One
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Praetorian Guard without an- emperor.
Nearly every night the Rambles becomes. than Shhph, trying fer the
a battlefield between the armed police
Los Grises (after their grey uniforms)
and young militants. I saw the police
3I'r3¢l< W/0 r1lB=rrl0"5tr3'rl0’"5 with and the bourgeoisie are trying to '
truncheons followed by rubber bullets. pedd|e_ |"hadn’t realised how

talking about is a lot more profound I

"we
-"51""

combination of limited personal
freedom and economic oppression,
the ‘European pill’, which Suarez '

I11 f1EiIIh€I' C3.S€ W35 IIl'l€l'€ thfi SlIghIIESII ‘aC¢|ima[e"d t0 that atmgspherg Qf
provocationsfrom the demonstrators. intensity and optimism I’d become ,
After the demonstration in Barceiona -unti] | hit |-|eathr0w__ ‘we|¢0me to
on Sept. ll, one man was killedtby a
rubber bullet and El large "umber jubilee’.The only visible graffiti, 4.

Britain and the Queen’s Silver

injured. -. he, F -f‘_Chelsea’, the only poster ‘Jesus
At a Spanish meeting in London a Saves’. The first song, ‘N0 FUTURE’.
coupleof months ago the only person
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The South East London Anarchist-
Feminist Group consists "of twelve
women covering geographically an
area from Brixton to Bickley. We
heard via the Rape Crisis Centre that
Tescos were selling nationally, in their
Home and Wear section, men’s
underpants with the caption ‘Your
Friendly Neighbourhood Rapist’ and
decided that directaction was called
for. i

In our search for the underpants
locally we tried Bromley first. A male
anarchist friend came with me and
asked if they had this particular line.
The manager treated this as Ia straight
business deal and he asked a young
woman assistant to get ‘the rude ones’.
My friend Seid_ he felt like jackthe
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Ripper. It transpired that they had
sold out, but they had other gems like
‘Ilve Laid ta Million’.

We next went to Eltham where the
manager sniggered and said that they
had been so popular that they had
sold out.‘ At Catford we were rewarded
and went away with a pair of ‘
underpants costing 69p. depicting a
dirty old man with no trousers on and
creeping along underneath the caption
‘Your Friendly Neighbourhood Rapist’.

We phoned Stephen Baker, Catford’s
Home and Wear manager, saying that
we found the underpants offensive and
asking if Tescos would withdraw them.
He replied ‘It's a very good line, we sell
lots and have no intention of
withdrawing them’.
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Your friendly neighbourhood store
- i -I. .

elderly. woman became very distressed
on seeing the underpants displayed on
our placard and said that she had been
raped. It had been years ago, but her
distress was still very acute. ‘lt’s no use
going to the police’, she said, ‘they don't
care’. Whatcame over very strongly was
anger and indignation and the comment
‘of course it’s not funny’.

After about an hour or so the
manager came out and said that he had
taken them off the shelves and what
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Lesbian Line is a new {phone service
for women operated entirely by women
and offering help, advice and '
information. The service is run
collectively, both administration and
‘phone duties are rotated and shared
equally; decisions are taken at regular
meetings.

This is the first time a woman has
been able to ring up and be sure of
speaking to another women, whether
she just wants information regarding
women only events, and places, or the
opportunity to talk at length to a
woman who will have experiences
similar to her own El

v At present Lesbian Line are open
for any woman who wants to ring I
between 2-10pm. on Monday and
Friday. Letters may be sent c/o BM
I514, London WCI V 6XX. Small
social gatherings will also be held to
enable women to talk and to get to
know other lesbians. Lesbian Line’s
telephone number is: 01 794 2942.
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‘The Half-Moon Theatre is a small
company which performs in a converted
synagogue in Aldgate, and which has
built up a reputation for left-wing
agitational theatre, often very much
tied to the East End and its history.

its kind in Britain, for the East End
community. Their rivals have been
the Music Hall Trust, which wants to
restore the building exclusively as a
Music Hall, butin May I977 it
seemed that the GLC (then Labour-
controlled) would lease the building
to the Half-Moon, after the theatre
had raised loans and promises
totalling £400,000.

I The East End has experienced
some drastic changes over the past
few years-—industry has been moving
out and the docks have been run-down
to a close. This has left vast areas of
land available for development and
the property firms are now swooping
down on the East End.

When the Tories regained control of
the GLC in the May I977 elections,
they announced a ‘review’ of the
position regarding Wilton’s, and
immediately Taylor-Woodrow, a huge
property company, put in a bid,
saying that they would rebuild it '

happened then was ‘up to head office’.I Ielsliwhere ‘f “ ‘touldnlt .b" !'e“.°"a‘e°'
We had contacted the South East lion ‘ts present Slte-' The” alm '5‘-0

London Mercury who had sent a ‘move “ tohthflr ,deVelOpmen.E 5C.he',I"“
reporter and a photographer. Their story, at-S‘ Kat e“”e S Dock’ wh‘ ll ‘Sn I i --~
a very sensational account entitled ‘Get
‘Em Off’ appeared on the front page the
next Thursday. As a result of a press
release by us a small piece appeared in
the Sunday Times. The worst account
appeared in the Sun a week later, calling '
us_ fchanting women shoppers’ and
slanting the story tosuit their style of
reporting.

- It was intersting to see the comments
of Sunarama Ltd. , the manufacturers.
Their sales mana er David Claret told. 8 J 1
the South East London Mercury: ‘I have
never heard anything so ridiculous in all
my life. You’ve only got to look at the
guy’s face to see that it’s funny’.
However, by the time the Sun was
interested he had changed his tune and
was‘regretting the mistake’ and saying that
they were ‘not continuing with that line
after October’.

Tescos too, were mumbling
sanctimoniously about being ‘a family
store’ and that the underpants had
slipped into the shops unnoticed—despite
Mr Baker’s comments of a few days
ea lie ;the made a reat sho ab ut t
sarin I thatythe hadgwithdrawvn all)the A“‘h°“V Trent llefll am’ H°""'a"d Lewis I"

J?
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Y % Y Andy Smith 's_Grand Larcenyj stock Georgina Lee A  

For the past five years, they have
been fighting to save Wilton's Music
Hall in Stepney, probably the oldest of

LaurenceSparharn
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WilItIcTn‘s Music Hall Stepneyi closedlland a-umbjiiag I II I t
very far away geographically, but
what TW are building there is a
million miles away from the _
everyday lives of the East End
people.

TW‘s plans for St. l(atherine’s
include expensive private housing, a
yacht club and marina, luxury hotels
and, of cou rse, office blocks. With
characteristic generosity and
consideration for the needs of the
local people, TW agreed to build 300
council houses (the area has a housing
waiting list of 6,000, with twice that
number living in sub-standard
accommodation) paid for by the GLC.
In return, the company was given a
25-year lease on the 26-acre site at the
absurdly low cost of £165,000 per
year. TW are now all set to make over
£200 million profit on the scheme--a
record in this country.

More recently, Marius Goring of the
Music Hall Trust, a former president of
the actors’ union, Equity (where he was
well-known as an opponent of the left
wing) has worked closely with TW’s
St. l<atherine’s Dock Development c
chairman Peter Drew. Both want to
restore Wilton’s as a musical hall and
highly profitable tourist trap.

The Tories have said that they don’t

Next month sees the arrival of the
Criminal Trespass Laws as part 2 of the
Criminal Law Act I977. This law
creates five new offences involving
trespass; what‘s more, it gives the police
the power to enter, search and arrest,
without a warrant, on the grounds that
they suspect that one of these offences
has been committed. They carry
maximum penalties of six months in
jail and/or a £1,000 fine. Furthermore
they will be tried only in magistrates’
courts, making conviction a virtual
certainty. I

Briefly, the offences are as follows:
I. Using or threatening violence to

secure entry to premises.
2. Adverse occupation of residential

property.
3. Trespassing with an offensive weapon
4. Trespassing on embassy premises.
5. Resisting or obstructing a bailiff or

sheriff.
It is very clear that these measures

provide the state, property speculators
and industrial barons with plenty of
scope. Like the immigration laws, the
Prevention of Terrorism Act and the
extensive use of conspiracy and public
order laws, they have been passed with
the active collusion of all parties in
Parliament; true to form, the various
factions of the ruling classes have united
in the face of growing direct action
ver the last five years.

The state, with the cooperation of
the media, have sought to present these
new offences as being directed solely
(against the squatting movement;
undoubtedly they will be the first
target, there have already been at least
two attempts to use the law as if it is

O

1-

think that the Half-Moon taking over
the lease would be ‘financially viable’;
they deny that their refusal has i
anything to do with the political I
nature of the theatre ’s productions_._

However, in view of local opposition
to property developers and the support
for the campaign to save Wilton’s for
the East End community to which it
belongs, it seems unlikely that the
Tories will risk making too many
enemies by allowing the building to be
demolished to make way for office
development. It seems more likely that
they‘ll set up a joint trust (including
the Half-Moon) which will be given the
lease, enabling the theatre to have
some influence over its use. This is
especially so if-—as is now rumoured-—»
TW are pulling out of the fight for
Wilton’s, having failed in their .
ludicrous attempt to present a
benevolent, philanthropic image and
instead received a lot of notvery good
pubhchy.

Meanwhile, the Half-Moon are
staging a musical, Grand Larceny by
Andy Smith, based on these events
and the destruction of the East End by

tour throughout the East End from
Nov 20 77[:l Geoff Ingarfield

speculators and developers. It goes on ‘lllil, l;‘.‘l’-t-1-*/";'.;_’~_-"1 fer. ,_
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already in force.
However the Criminal TrespassJ

Laws are potentially a very effective
weapon against all forms of occupation
-—industrial occupations have been
successfully used to fight back in .
disputes over wages, redundancies,
closures, equal pay and other issues.
Add to this number the workers
involved in hospital work-ins, the
occupations of empty homes, women's
centres and refuges, colleges, rent
offices, town halls, social security
offices, nurseries, community centres,
embassies and recently a sewage shaft
in North London, and it becomes easy
to understandthis use of squatting as
a smokescreen. The number of
‘criminals’ created by this law ‘at a
stroke‘ is staggering.

Although this law has arrived with
little hindrance, opposition to its
repressive intentions is widespread,
and includes trade unions at national
and local level, student unions, as well
as tenants’, squatters’ and other -
community organisations.) Naturally
the state is quite immune to paper

achieved only by continued use of
occupations in the future. This will be
possible only if occupations are
supported and defended by all sections
of the broad working class movement.

In order to consolidate opposition,
the'Campaign Against a Criminal
Trespass Law is holding a national
conference on November 26/27 at
Digbeth Civic Hall, Birmingham. The
conference aims to discuss further
opposition to the law, the defence of
occupationswhich are threatenedor __

I‘

-I‘

resolutions; effective opposition will be -

attacked and to act as a forum for the I I I Generally families will be rehoused I
exchange of experience gained in the together; single, ie. unmarried, people
use of all forms of occupation. will be rehoused in groups ofup to
Information on the campaign and the four. _
conference may be obtained from: The result of this ‘magnanimous’
CACTL, c/o 35 Wellington Street, Offer from the Tory GLC will be: an
London WC2. OI -289 3877. end to squatting by the simple

. . I ex edient of chan in the name
C‘ Ray Malrin t ‘sqfiiatter’ into ‘teiiIIanIz" or ‘licence
OH OCr0b6I‘ 3 7 r/76' GLC housing policy holder’; large supportive communities I

tenancies in hard to let flats to destroyed along with the political
squatters in their properties. While the significance of those groups," people
scheme is being arranged squatters will will be given the ‘privilege’ ofpaying
be offered licences to stay in their a fee to remain in their homes without
present homes. The licence fee is likely any of the protection of being a
-to be £7 to £2 per week per room and tenant under the Rent Acts-—all this
will not include an obligation on the with the backing of the Criminal
part of the GLC to do repairs. Trespass Laws. - 2 ~- I
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Ever since Milan ‘s Communist-Socialist
government proposed a fare rise for the
city ’s bus and underground services a
constant direct action campaign has been
waged against the public transport
authorities, not only resisting the
proposed increases but demanding free .
public transport. Buses have been

5 hijacked, trains burned and underground
stations regularly occupied to prevent
the payment and collecting of fares.

The campaign, which has attracted
support from autonomia groups, Circoli
Glovanili (Youth Circles), the Indians
and also theihighly opportunistic
Leninist groups Lotta Continua and
MLS, has been organised by the recently
formed Lega Llbertaria (Libertarian

'sLeague).
A tube occupation on a Saturday in

October went like this: several Lega
Libertaria members met in the morning

tto decide which of Milan ‘s underground
stations was to be ‘liberated’ that day. I
Various jobs were assigned arid
‘propaganda materials’ (leaflets, posters,
spraycans etc.) distributed. Once _t_he_ II

|.

‘I.

i place and exact time of the” e t
demonstration were decided twenty to -
thirty people set off immediately to theATM... '

I"

‘I ‘P

Report

committee agreed a scheme to offer at present based in squats will be ‘___

95
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arueriaacacarsar Milan's transport authority) Free

first and this exchange took place‘,Th.* . d . . h‘ The occupation was only temporary so
‘S ‘S a femqnstrauon jag-a‘nS‘ t 8 messages of longer duratlon were left onproposed are mcreases. t |s not a the HS . the form of raffiti and

violent demonstration so please stay wa ‘n g63' '1 ¢A“ - ht bun must 0 and posters. After about half an hour
m I trig ’ g everyone dlSp6l'S6d to 3.V0lCl the police.report it. Look! we said a peaceful

demonstration, but not a pacifist one, While the Lega Libertaria recognise
so just make yourself comfortable and many other areas of struggle that need
stay put.’ By this time other comrades to be fought and won, Milan’s anarchists
had succeeded in blocking all the ticket and libertarians are determined to make
mflchiflefi With bitS Of metal, Plfl5'Ile and these liberatory actions a daily feature
generous helpingS of glUe- Otherfi We-re of the city ‘s life until everyone rides for
giving out leaflets and others inviting »freel:l Enne _, ’

-u- -

Reclaiming the night
On Saturday November l2, hundreds
of women invaded the night streets of
Brighton, Bristol, Guildford, Lancaster,
Leeds, London, Manchester,
Nottingham, Old ham, Salisbury,
Sheffield, Sunderland, Tyne-Wear and
York. The actions differed from city to
city, but all the said women are angry;
we exist and we are going to be seen
and heard.

We demand the right to be on any
street at any time, to walk alone or in
groups without men ‘protecting’ us
from other men. We took action
because the fear and reality of rape are
always with us and will always be used
to keep us in our place--down.

Some women are afraid to walk
across thelr own estates to see friends.

. ._ ._l--_g,- 

rush hour. .. the direct actio
selected station. On arrival one comrade people through the barriers for free:
walked through the ticket barrier, to be Lookouts were checkmg for the arrival
stopped by the ticket controller. Several of the Carabieri and people were
others appeared to give support to the prevented from reaching the telephones.
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The Japanese government’s claimto
have removed the last obstacle to the
construction of the New Tokyo
International Airport at Narita
(Sanrizuka) are propaganda bullshit.
What they did was achieve a surprise
early-morning victory by pulling down
the farmers’ iron towers that had been
erected to prevent planes from landing
and taking off. No one denies them that
victory, despite the action‘s being based
on a dubious point of law. What can be
refuted is the govt.claim-splashed all
over the too-willing mass-media- that
the airport can now be opened within
the year. By removing the biggest
obstacle first, instead of leaving it till
last as was confidently expected, the
govt.aimed a psychological knock-out
punch at the movement’s chin. No
question that many are stunned; but
equally no doubt that the movement is
far from dead.

The farmers of Sanrizuka resisted
govt.attempts to throw them off their
land, a few years ago erected two iron
towers which effectivelyblocked the
fl ightpath, and prevented the start of
orientation flights for pilots. In order
to forestall a govt.attempt to pull down
the towers, the farmers had built. living
quarters inside them, thus converting
them into houses and therefore more

' ' to removedlfflcult .
g 
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women were prostitutes, and violence men beeked dew" Whe" the)’ found
‘against prostitutes goes unnoticed. It is themselves 5UI‘l'0U0ded by le"_8e STOUPS
a largely invigible part of the Game; of women. Sex shops were st|nk-bombed,
power over women, The loeal police decorated with stickers (some men were
inspector ublicly warnedwomen to too!) and splashed with red paints.
kee off the streets (at all times of the Some strip joints turned their lights
(Fla)/Si down and shut up. One policeman

Soho, l-endefli We, E15 l-Ondefl guarded male customers who were
women, chose SOHO because it lS 3 powering ingide 3 5h()p_ _
symbol of all sexploitation. Five . f h
hundred women Started Off from Door to door canvasslng be ore t e
Leicester Square. Some held torches night Showed that resldenti-‘Z, were angry’
some held hands, some wore masks and and Sympatheuc to our a%"°"' some
stripey make-up. One elegant Dracula women pa55e‘5'byh5”‘|).u‘% .5ul'?1p°“ to
in grey cloak bared her fangs at passers- U5‘ One Wome" W O We in ‘ e area
by. We whooped and yelled. We sang , ,
and chant'ed—-‘Yes means yes—no means Shout we wan‘ ‘ape ' 1
no, however we dress and wherever we r |t was 3 great high for me to be part
"970 - - -,/U51‘ beef"-‘5e 6? W9""@"'5 47 Wife /'1‘ of such firework energy. lt was chilling,

told me her disgust at hearmg men
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Without obtaining formal sanction,
however, the government acted. Soon
after dawn on May 6, while already
engaged with farmers’ representatives
concerning the legality of the law -
hitherto quoted to justify the removal
of the towers, it sent in a secret force
of bulldozers guarded by riot police,
and within a few hours the towers were
down. By enlisting the collusion of the
courts, it was able to cite an entirely
different clause in the law to justify its
action.

The reaction within the movement
was one of shock. The towers had been
a symbol of the anti-state struggle, and
no-one could believe the radio‘s
announcement of their fall.

So: the towers are down, and the
government has unleashed a veritable
barrage of propaganda upon the public
to kill sympathy for the farmers. The
mass media have, without exception,
accepted its interpretation. However,
the way is not yet clear by any means
for the construction of the airport. The
reasons are as follows: .
l. No practical transportation link
between the airport and the centre of
Tokyo has been built. The area is at ii
present served by two railway lines A 0
catering for suburban commuters, but
these could never hope to absorb the '
extra traffic which the airport would
create. The existing high-speed
motorway is also choked with cars, and
while a new one is on the drawing
boards, construction has not yet begun.
Opposition from local residents will not
make it any easier. The new “bullet-
train" link is also but a planner‘s
dream because of lack of funds.
Meanwhile, Narita is farther from the ~
centre of Tokyo than any airport in the
world is from its respective city. For
example, flight time from Manila to
japan would be doubled by the time
required to get to Tokyo.
2. The airport has only one runway.
Land requisitioned for the second is
still in the possession of local farmers,
who refuse to sell. Moreover, the existing
runway is too short, as farmers still
own 750 metres at one end.
3. The “airport” authorities have not
yet found-va way to supply fuel to the
planes which would land there. Plans to
transport jet fuel by pipeline from
nearby refineries have been nipped in
the bud by local residents’ opposition.
Provisional plans to transport it by rail
have also been thwarted by local railway
workers who, in solidarity with the
farmers, have refused to take out the
tanker trains. The Government, by
means of bribes and blackmail, has
slowly been bringing local assemblies
around to accepting its position, but
this is only serving to demonstrate to
local people which side their
“representatives” are really on.
4. The cost of the airporthas risen to an
astronomical l billion yen (£2,000
million). If the government cannot
afford to build a road, it will be hard to
find that kind of money. Moreover, the
screw has been turned by exposure of
last year‘s budget hearings, in which a
secret govt.report, revealing that it
would be cheaper to extend the present
Tokyo Airport at Haneda, was brought
to light.

ln other words, what the government
has achieved by pulling down the towers,
and what it claims to have achieved, are
two quite different things. _

The history of the Sanrizuka struggle
can be followed in Ampo magazine
(PO Box 5250, Tokyo lnt'l, Tokyo,
japan) and issue 3 of Libero
International (Both are stocked at

A woman in Bradford was beaten and d'9e5"' 1‘ meg” J/95 fl?’ the re-it of/"er //fe- ‘ too, to see how easily men identified Rising Free), or better still through the
raped on her way to work. She died There were eY_l'"bel5.v PeFl1Y_5q'Jeel<el’5, with rapists. Until women end the newsletter of the Sanrizuka
from these injuries two days later. ln Wl""5ile5 and ti" C305 ‘3leel<l"8- gr distortion of what sex is and what International Support Group (c/o
Leeds six women were raped. They Men hassled and jeered——from shouts women are (and only women and Kobe Gakusei Seinen Centre, 3-l-l
were connected incidents but were only of ‘cunt, cunt’, to ‘they ‘re all dykes’; consciousness can do this, not the law) Yamada-cho, Nada-ku, Kobe, japan
seriously noticed by the press when a from ‘who’d want to rape them?" to women will be safe and free nowhere. , 659). Cl WatlTyler. Libero International
‘good’ woman was attacked. Four t - ._ ‘they want to be raped really’. Some 0 l:lMargot Farnham 0 r Editorial Collective. l ~
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than two years), and other areas of social and political '
conflict such as the struggle against nuclear power. The
practice of the urban guerilla groups has made their task
easier. The logic of the conflict between guerilla and
state has demanded an increasing brutality on both sides,
for instance the kidnapping of Schleyer was logistically ,_
not possible without the killing of three policemen and
his driver (probably a security man). This has enabled
the media to attack the RAF’s claim that their actions i
are only aimed at the mighty—police are regarded more
or less as normal workers in West Germany by most
people. The hijacking of the Lufthansa Boeing lent
further ammunition to this propaganda offensive. The
message is clear everybody should feel threatened.
When people believe this kind of nonsense then it's only
logical that they should actively defend ‘their own g j _
interests’ by joining in the hunt for the ‘terrorists’. The '
RAF describes -this kind of propaganda as part of the
psychological warfare waged by the state against the
guerilla, what they fail to see is the inherent
contradiction in their own practice-—in their attempts to
fight effectively against the repressive apparatus, they
have adopted some of the forms and brutality of the
apparatus itself. lt’s hard to find Durrutti’s principle
‘We carry a new world in our hearts’ in the politics and
practice of the RAFI

Nevertheless, the identification of a large part of the
West German working and middle classes with the state
and its repressive policies can't simply be explained in
terms of the anti-guerilla propaganda offensive of the
last seven years. Militant anti-communism has been an
integral part of official West German ideology since the
creation of the Federal Republic in 1948. The Germans
have been taught to fear everything radical and
*-extremist other than the behaviour of their own
government in the persecution of all forms of left-wing
opposition. After the war the German Communist
Party (KPD) was ruthlessly attacked and criminalized,
leading to its illegalization in i956. As a working class
party they didn’t fit in with the new ‘partnership’
ideology between working class and capital. Workers
should stop thinking of themselves as workers, and
should regard themselves as worktakers (Arbeitnehmer),
and capitalists were no longer capitalists but workgivers
(Arbeitgeber). The interests of the working class were
then placed in the ‘safe and reliable’ hands of trade union
bureaucracy. The working class was offered en exchange.
In return for the highest standard of living inrthe world,
they were to give up all militancy and critical opposition.
They accepted. R

What this means is that very few people have a direct
experience of practical! conflic(t,_either.on the shop floor

slievheie-.0nliv the left. andi “ores-*receiT1tlytsyoiu ngpeople and mfembers of Cittizicns» -
initiatives against nuclear power, have been involved in
jjclirect physical confrontation with thespolice. The RAF-
police conflict is seen by most people as a somewhat c  
i'Jl_iStalLlZ spectacle brought near to them through the . (P
jrnediation ofpress andtelevision. The experience of
I§Q,000,dernonstsrators, against a fast breeder reactor atFii1 '.
Kalkar in September, where they were metiby tanks, e
helicoptersand sub-machine guns every few yards, is F
shared by very few. The most common view is that the
state is there to protect us and our democracy, and when
we have to lose some of our freedoms in the process,
well it has to be done.

The authoritarian structure of German society has
hardly changed over the last hundred years. People in
Germany (both East and West) tend to believe and
accept what they’res told. They have an abstract, formal
understanding of democracy. The constitution is
democratic, the constitution exists, therefore democracy
must exist. Democracy is nothing for which they’ve
fought, in contrast to the ltalian’s fight for democracy
and against fascismin the l940s. One should remember
fascism was never defeated in Germany, it collapsed as
the result of military defeat. West Germany was a
‘model’ state from its inception—-built according to a A
blueprint worked out by the western allies after the war.
Working class militancy, and left-wing opposition had no
place in this blueprint. The trade unions, for example,
are a ‘model’which all other capitalist countries would
izlearly love to possess. Theyshave always played their
role faithfully and successfully. They're simply there to
keep the working class under control, and to guarantee
that the exchange value of their agreement with capital j _ to   c c  __ _ _ _ _
(high. standard of flying, high Sickness benefit and so on) - List ofwanted anarchists at DUSSf-3ldOff_3lI"I8I_’mlfl3l. 700,000Dm for 14 people. Crosses indicate the arrest of Verena Becker and
doesnit become Less‘ ,Sie-gfried Haag, an_d blank squares terrorists killed.

Finally, with the possible exception of the R’uhr, all
working class communities not destroyed by the war,
have since been torn apart by local, federal and state q _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ g _ _
governments. The content of everyday life has become ‘the most important element, ie. self-liberation, IS missing. _ publicize and explain the developments in the Federal
pggfer and pQ()|'9r_ Germans gr) tr) wgrkl gr) hgme and lTh8 ITIBHSUFBS llélkfifl by lIl"l€ Sllilllfi OVBI’ lIl'l€ l&St ‘FEW Y€H|'5 REpUbliC iS lZl'\B l')€SlI pOSSibl€ f0l'lTI Of iI1ll€I|"l3.lIiQfl3.l
watch television. German pubs are either relatively are partially an attack on the guerilla, but a closer look at solidarity; it should be remembered that the German
empty, or when people are there they don’t talk to each l&WS like the Cofltafit Bari Law (K0fllHl<t5P@"@8¢5¢lZ)_, E1 -model is the model which capitalism would like to
other. When working class communities don’t exist as suspension of habeus corpus, and the executive decisions impose throughout Europe. Events in Portugal have
wg know them here, can ”t undertake Struggles in taken thfi Conference Of |nteri0|" MiniSterS Shaw Shown What West GeFrn_3.n neU'iiT’|pel'ialiS|Tl_i5 Capable Of

their Own interests, ho; Can they Support other s the real target is the intimidation of all forms of achieving. Social peace in a model Europe is clearly what
struggle; Fer example, the rele that working r;|a55 opposition. The Kontaktsperregesetz isolates prisoners by the West_Germans and their allies hope to impose. The
communities played in the Miners‘ Strikes. here is just refusing them access to lawyers, relatives, newspapers and A fight_against_model Germany, then, IS at the same time
not possible in the Federal Republic. - televisions, but it also means that anybody can be picked the fight against the creation of a model Europe along

| I
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‘Gudrun, Andreas, Jan-Carl, tortured and murdered in Stammheim.’

are worried that the crises of capitalism, with
R unemployment‘ and so on, might upset their model.

This is the key to the explanation of the massive .
expansion of the repressive apparatus and practice.

~ Repression has a preventive function. Repressive s
measures aren't simply introduced as response to
attacks made on the state by the urban guerilla, their ‘y
wider purpose is to discipline the entire society, to tell
anybody who doesn't already know that resistance is
useless.

Wherever workers, young people, leftists attempt to
take their own interests into their own hands they are i
met with the full opposition of the repressive apparatus.
The main problem for the state in this context is to
legitimate its actions, and it does this by attempting to
integrate the content of these autonomous movements,
as far as possible. For example, ‘anti-authoritairena’ ' v
kindergartcnsi and youth centreséwere at first met with
suspicion and opposition, but at,-the same time thestate k

P realized that" these projects exipressed the real desires of
 t largenumbers of people, so they ‘ye tried to integrate

r them, by setting up their own projects. The problem for vulnerable point is criticism from abroad. Whatever the
E the state is that this strategy doesn’t always work because left can do in other countries atthe moment to-g

.  —ii — — —
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throughout West Germany whenever a ‘terrorist’ attack
takes place (everybody has to turn on their radios to get
instructions from the police), are aimed at familiarising
everyone with police state methods and at making clear
that the state is in full control, and everybody should
accept the existence of heavily armed police on every
street corner as being ‘normal’. s

This kind of preventive repressive has functioned well.
West Germany has had more than a million unemployed
for over two years, and yet there has been no major
struggle against redundancies. The Federal Republic of
Germany is a huge social prison where as long as you obey
the rules nothing or little will happen to you. For those
people who step out of line the special treatment
described above is reserved. And they can expect little
solidarity from their fellow prisoners, who don ’t see
themselves as such, and feel threatened when others try
to make this prison reality clear to them. .'

- I- . . -. . .-

The left has been torn apart by the events of the last
year. ln West Germany there are two main tendencies,
sectarian Maoists (with the exception of the
Kommunistische Bund-KB) and the anti-authoritarian
movement. Trotskyists play almost no role. The
sectarian Maoists are all true to the Peking line and spend
most of their time shouting in the desert, without
recognising it. lt’s difficult to take them seriously. Large
parts of the l10l'i~S€’-CiEl|'iElI’l left have become so involved
in the hysteria of dissociation from the RAF, that they
are hardly able to resist attacks made on them by the
state. It often seems that many groups consider the RAF
to be their main enemy. The question is, what kind of
resistance is possible in the Federal Republic at the
moment? The left has been criminalized and isolated to
such an extent that many people are either thinking in
terms of going underground or into exile. The fact that a
principle part ofthe RAF’s political evaluation-namely
that the legality of the left -will be destroyed-—has proved
to be correct, makes the politically more attractive. The
guerilla will be a fact of West German political life for a
long time to come. But for those groups who reject the
politics of the guerilla the situation is disastrous. Nobody
outside these groups listens to the left at the moment,
and it si difficult to see how this should change. I think
that the only option open to the left at the moment is a
broad non-sectarian alliance against state repression,
where all remnants of surviving opposition can come
together. Whether this will happen is another question.
The Russell Tribunal on the .viol’ation of human rights inthe Federal Republic which will.~fal<e place next March,
is a very important factor in this context. The state's

These are the factors that have to be taken into up by the police, shut away in some unknown prison for WeSt German llI'i6S-
account when trying to understand the kind of militant an indefinite period of time under the pretext of We in WBSI Germanv "99? all P055lbl@ 5°lldal'ltY ll We
Mccarthyigm rampant in West Germany today, Despite supporting terrorism. Similarly, the decision O_f the are t0 5Ul"/lVel:l H3715 SChm,ldt _
the success that different West German governments y Interior Ministers (an executive and not a parliamentary
have had in creating and maintaining ‘social peace’, they__ _ decision, as most measures are) to sound sirens ‘Ii
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Yu Shuet, a former Cantonese Red Guard, fled to Hong Kong in 1973, thoroug

J

Yu: There is a difference in the farming villages, but
not in the factories—the class of skilled labour you are
determines your wage. In the farming villages it is quite
common for women to get two work points-’-‘less than
men.
In the factories, what class of skilled labour do the

h| women usually belong to. -V
disillusioned with the Great, Glorious, Socialist Red China’. Despite Maoist accusations YH-‘ l _de"'t_ |<"eW "ttteh ebettt the feetetlei l believe
that she had become a rightwinger she reimmersed herself in social-revolutionary struggle ‘hm '5 e d""e"e"°"’ beiwee" me" am’ “’°"‘°"- ll '5usually that men are skilled workers and women areon arrival. ln 1974 her essay The Dust of Rationality was published, criticising Maoism not, and thetetote get towet wttgtS_ | btttevt tt it the
and exposing the real conditions inside China. She then edited, with Wu Man, The culture which always makes women less important than
Revelations That Moved The World To Tears a collection of poetry, letters and short me", Se they tend net te beeeme teehflleellv Skilled-
stories written by young people inside China. Yu Shuet is currently writing a book ls there any sex education in Chinese schools?
analysing the roots of China's presentday totalitarian character. Zero talked with her y,,_. NO theta ts no Sex education tn 5thOt,t5_ And even
about the role of women in the country where according to Mao's phrase, women hold in health education when the teacher mentions sex,
up half the sky.
Zero." Can you give us a general outline of the position
of women in Chinese society and compare it with the
situation of women in Hong Kong? s e
Yu Shuet: lt’s much better if you ask specific questions,
because l don’t know much about Hong Kong.
What is the family structure like in too‘ay’s Red China?
Are there any differences from the traditional type,
have there been any moves to change it since 7949?
Yu:There are no changes at all. Very much the same
as in the traditional way: the father is still the head of
the family and everyone else is under his authority.
How about free-love and living together, is this allowed A
in China?
Yu: Of course it is not so open as it is in Hong Kong,
especially since it is not allowed within the ideology.
For example, if you and I talk about this question you
don ’t feel surprised or freaked out-—but, in China, if
you talk freely to anyone that you are living with
someone then people will probably show surprise and
even reprove you.
Does the party take any action against those that live
together?
Yu: Yes, it’s illegal--you can be sent to labour
re-education}
What is their excuse?

Yu: Illicit intercourse.
Will they condemn you as petty-bourgeois? t
Yu: Of course, but this its not the reason for your -

"sentence, it’s only our thought critique.
i

ls there any age limit for marriage?
Yu: They are advocating late marriage at the moment.
ls there a fixed minimum age for marriage? _
‘l/u: Yes, 28 for men and 26 for women? -

How about divorce?
Yu: Yes you can get a divorce, but you have to get
permission, i.e. a divorce certificate.
lf the divorce is only raised by one side, what happens?

Yu: There has to be agreement on both sides before a
divorce settlement. l think it's the same everywhere
in the world.

Are abortion and contraception available in China?
Yu: Yes, as China advocates birth control, it is
available. It doesn't matter whether you are married or
not, you can get an abortion and contraception.
However, this is only a recent development, and the
reason is population control, not women’s
emancipation, China’s population is too large.
lf an unmarried woman becomes pregnant, is it
possible for her to get an abortion? _,
Yu: l think their basis for abortion is very simple,
they don’t consider whether you're married or not.
But the people in your unit know about it, you can
be sent to labour re-education for having illicit
lme ’C°“r5e' s after their children during their tea-breaks?
Well, it’s quite easy for the people in the unit to know
about Hi 50 m other words’ ‘T5 Very easy far you to up to seven. It only opens during the daytime and the
96’ 5€”f€”“"d* children have to be taken home after they close. lt
Yu: Yes.

l/u: Yes, a lot. Many prisoners are jailed because of
this.

theylaugh. -
or to leave the family, so even if women are beaten-up, /5 there 0")’ dlfferenee iii eXPe¢l’tiTi0”5 fe.tit"'df"9 the
there is still nothing they can do. sexes?
How about the government. We always hear through Yu: No, except in old peoples’ minds. However, as the
the media that they are trying to raise the position of children grow up, they realise that they have less and
women in China. less control over their lives-—they give up.

Do people taik about masturbation? 'Yu: Oh, this is only for their own political reasons...
What they want is to have some women to participate
in some roles in the administration. For example, in
the factories they want some women to become part -
of the administrative staff, or in the Standing
Committee of the Peoples Conference there may be labour camp he saw peopte punished for it
some women to vice-chair some committees. In other -
words, they just want to put some women in some ‘ And what is their attitude towards homosexuals?
positions in the government or party. This to me, IS Y”, Floods and monsters,
not women’s liberation at all. It is only a type of ' - '
official politics; they just want as many people to Have women in China heard about the womenis
participate in their party politics as possible. It is to movement in the West?
serve their politics, and it is not going to get you
freedom. In production, they are trying to get more '
women to work. For example, in factories they set up
nurseries, the reason being to get more women to "
work, because in a lot of traditional villages, there's about the prob/em; that women fgge? '
still a large number of women not taking part in s
production as they have children to look after, and Y”: N°- we were ("fly Students the? afid dig" t _
this reduces the production force. It is for this reason 5'-fie" much ~iePFe55l0", 5° We had" 't Y QUE t 3 Qt" it
they setups, thenlurseries, not for women’s liberation. ‘ at'3ll~
So, their’“’women"s liberation’ is designed to get more
productive labour and to provide more tools to make
people participate in their politics. It is very much the
same as in Hong Kong and the West. The capitalists _ _
say that women should have their right totwork in unit of our society—without its liberation we cannot
society, but when they say, theirmotive isto s I have the liberation of societ_y__l_:lYuen Wong
achieve a“ netterways*to.use fifiel whole lhumafi ’race;‘ I O ’ i M i O
why just exploit male labour on the market, the i
womenshould be exploited too! They are not
looking at it from a revolutionary humanitarian point
of view at all. The Chinese government only advocated
‘women’s liberation’ from a capitalist profit-making
viewpoint, not real emancipation. For example, there
is the very laughable thing where they say that a man
can go out into the field to wash the cows, so women
should be able to do that too; a man can lift 150
catty (250 lbs) so women should be able to do that too.
This is very clearly ridiculous, they just want to exploit
women’s labour, because we know women are
obviously physically different from men.

Yu: No, thev don’t. They may not even know about
the term at all. I think if you talk about it, they’d
probably see you as floods and monstersle Of course,
in reality it exists; some friend told me that in the

Yu: No. The only one who talked about it isChiang
Chin,“ and what she said is what l have just told you.

P

During the cultural revolution, did you ever think

What is your view of women ’s liberation now?
Yu: think it is very important and our emancipation
is a very basic thing, because the family is the basic

Also it ’s clear that their view is that men are all right-—
what is needed now is to raise the capability of women
in production.
Yu: Yes, it's not like maths where one is equal to one.
Even among men there are different capabilities;
some men can lift l5O catty, others can’t. They are not
talking about everyone doing what they can, just about
exploiting everyone equally. s
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Yu: No, it's not easy at all. That’s why the government
have had to start their campaign. just look at the iii’
situation in their Central Committee and see how many "
women are in it, then we can understand how bad the ’
situation is. ' ' '
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Can you give us a general outline about the nursery
system? Do women have to go to the nursery to look

Yu: The nursery is available to all babies and children

depends how old the children are; if they need to be ~
breast-fed, then the mothers have to go to the nursery ___.

i. 4“:-:I-:5-':-'"" 1"‘'-'

‘ll

fit15 there era incidence ef repe in Chine? to feed them; if they don’t need feeding then the . -
mothers aren't allowed to see their children. They a -‘OTES .

fstill breast-feted _ch_ildren in China, only one tin o r L Labour Camps used to ,re_eduCate, offenderi
powdered milk is issued when a child is born. Anyway,

What is the courtis attitude to the woman in such cases? tn most of the farming vgjjttgt.-,5 they dot-tit have any 2. While not actually illegal it is officially unacceptable to _
Yu: l don’t know about that.3

re there any cases of battered wives in China, as this,5 V6, common m H0” K0,, _ Yu: No, there are none, but l think that it’s going that

nurSe,_y_ marry below this age.
. . . 2 3. Trials are not closed in China but they are unannounced.

/5 there any difference’ "7 education between the 5eXe5' Consequently most Chinese know almost nothing about the
functioning of the courts.

. y s g g r i way and that sooner or later there will be a difference. 4- Wetk Vt"-tehet §Y$-tel" by which tilllitge -ittttil flgtitlttltutel
Yu: Yes, it's the same in China. I would say that male - workers are paid. —

ls it easy for women to get into higher education 9’ ‘
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chauvtnism is even greater in China that-t |-|t-mg |(Ong_ _ ' 5. Floods and monsters is a Chinese expression for something
|n |-jtmg Kttngt women are more independent and if l/u: It is still less in percentage terms, but I don’t know that I5 5° tlttfigetette "tithing tie" step It» s
such things occur, they can leave the family, or get a ' U the l'e350"- _ j ll 6. Chiang Chin, member of Central Committee until early this
divfiitle; but l't’5Vel'Y dlffitlttlt to Set etdlvoiee 3" Chine, Is there any difference between men and womeniswages? , Yea’ “he” She “'35 e"'e'-§t°d 35 °"e °l the ’3_e"3 Oi t’tIttt_t'- t
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The first women’s festival ever to be held in Britain-—
and the longest to be held anywhere-—-will take place Sh th fe . 3| in d t b I. k d tWork ops at e stiv w ten 0 e in e 0in the Drill Hall London from Nov 29 to Dec 19 6. . . -The 0 amme lnc|udeS,wOmenIS thew, film Vidfi the theme of theday. The discussionsincorporate thePig’ er i 0* l'l htf btht h uestodance, music, discussion, art, crafts, children s events, full ',£{'gt‘i of femmlst tngiig ’ ar'?c',“w(;[nene“€rii¥(?S_ A 71 pros u ion women a ape
;:";F:|I;z:?nlDgS etc —YOu name it’ it H probably be wide political perspective is 6\fld6l')t,_ and the group

Th fest al h b amsed b H Ou of wome with it right is the Anarchist/Feminist group workshop
somelbf whldm afz inelglayréweatshob vfiiosepnew play n’ on nth December 4-6pm‘ (See you thereii
Voices is central to the programme In fact the women ,
took the opportunity of the Drill Hall booking Voices Theatre_ _ c _
for three weeks to organise this festival around it Voices—this new P|aY bY Amerlm" Willie‘ SL153"

Their inspiration has come from a desire to bring Griffin _wil| be performed every day but Tuesdays.
together women’s political and cultural activities Voices is_a central thread running throughout the
because although there is a great deal going on (so much festival (in fact the festival grew around the play s
in fact that they have had to turn down contributions), being booked at the Dr_ill Hall in the first place). It
never has it all been brought together This IS an event shows five women of different ages and backgrounds
that we’ve all dreamed of for a long time talking about their lives, and developing towards a

The programme is co-ordinated to make the feminist consciousness. It is performed by the women
connection between art and politics in a way that will in Gay Sweatshop, directed by l<a_te Crutchley. _
stimulate women into thinking, doing and working in Who are the Guinea Pigs?-this is a play by Michele
a consciously feminist perspective It IS hoped that not Frankel and Melanie Thompson, based _on the .
only will it be a celebration for women already experiences to two women who were given the
committed to feminism, but that other women will contraceptive Depo¢Provera. The play points out that
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come along too. One idea is that committed sisters
should bring along a friend who isn't! The events are
all day, so why not take time off work to come along?
Workoholics can come along in the evenings.

Everything has been thought of—there will be a book
and record stall, an information desk, a creche and
child ren’s activities, accommodation arrangements,
facilities for the handicapped, cream teas and classical
music, and a great time will be had by all.

usic
Women’s music is an exciting part of the programme

The range is startling—-from Terry Quaye’s Moonspirit
playinglate night jazz along with Ova, to Clapperclaw, a
group of four women playing humorous and satirical
political songs in the folk genre; to the feminist rock
band lam Today; to Frankie Armstrong’s feminist
analysis of women’s story through traditional folksongs;
to the classical musicians of the Adelphi String Quartet
Meg Christian and Teresa Trull, two feminist singers

America **** from the United States who rec/grd with Olivica records
l\llu5\° -piiirir will be coming over to appear. vast range o women s

~k~kr~:'iiii2r*1kiiiiii********** records and literature will be on sale at the festival.
orkshop and discussions

ii
fiirride Oi Place
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¥'Th€3tl'8 I/0“member F foes director Kate C
h ' - WT hlit 7 Gillespie. C EV llefii and cast
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women can be used as guinea-pigsunknowingly (as in '
the case of women whohave been using this three-
month_ly injection) by the medical profession. Depo-
Provera tends to be given to women in poor, working
class areas, the political implications of which are
obvious, and the dangers of this unlicensed drug are
left hidden. It can cause anything from irregular
bleeding to cervial or breast cancer. In the discussions-S
following performances the issue of how best to
question and challenge doctors is taken on practically.

Bouncing Back With Benyon, performed and written
by Pirate jenny Team Two is a satire on SPUC and
anti-abortion bills. It is very funny and altogether good
agitprop theatre.

Fflmn
Pride of P/ace directed by Dorothea Gazidis, camera

by Kim Longinotto Landseer, is a prize=winning
documentary about life in a public school from a girl ‘s
point of view. The film is penetrating but not
malicious-sits points are made with skill and humour.

Other films being shown concern women of various
lifestyles—there is a prostitute (Trip Round jenny), a
woman losing her sanity through loneliness (The
Legacy), and three old schoolfriends, now married
(Wives); several films about the condition of women in
the Third World, especially the Middle East and Latin
America (The Hour of Liberation, The Sandivich, i
Horse of Mud, To The People of The World, Women of
Marrakesh, The Double Day), and a cartoon feminist
history of Switzerland (Swiss Graffiti).

There will be four dance items. Two will be
performances by Emilyn Claid, Jacky Lansley and
Mary Prestidge (from X6 Dance Space) and two will be
participatory performances by Anna Wise and the
Natural Dance Workshop.

Exhibitions
An exhibition of photographs will be mounted _

throughout the festival, including work by well-known
(Angela Philips, the Hackney Flashers) and not so well
known photographers. There will also be an exhibition
of women’s painting and sculpture.

Information
in the conversations we’ve had with the women

organising this festival we found their enthusiasm
really infectious. They’ve worked very hard to produce
this three week celebration of women’s ideas and
activities. There are at present a growing number of
women’s centres, a growing interest in women’s art,
women’s agitprop theatre, women's health and
women’s control over all aspects of our lives. But what
we need now is a big, perrnanent women’s centre, and
with space enough to allow for a continuous
expression of all this activity l:| Sharon and Patsie

Further details and the full programme of events are
available from Women "77, The Drill Hall, Chenies
Street, London WCl. Tel... Ol-637 7664. Those needing
(or able to contribute accommodation) should contact A
Joan Airy, 5 Grove Dwellings, London El. lf you can
help in staffing the creche contact the same address. 7
The procession starting the festival leaves the Drill Hall
.at 2pm on Nov. 29. The Craft Da is on Dec. l0- Y
(l0am. to 4pm.), sale and exhibition. Details from
'01-637 7664. | ' ' -I‘
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Letters marked* have been cut for other women are interested in
reasons of space.
 |

Dear friends* y _
I have only just discovered

4-'=-'e"i ""“-‘your great magazine, in
Rough Trade record shop.-
It‘s very good that it got

in there because shops that specialise in
New-Wave rock are, naturally enough,
frequented by New-Wave fans, a fair
number of whom are very discontented
with the current order of things. Young
people must be reached because few of
them have clear political ideas, so if
they can be convinced of anarchism’s
beauty and, perhaps even more
important, its practicability, this will be
a crucial gain. My main reason for
writing, apart from my excitement at
discovering Zero is to offer the services
of__the group to which I belong, the
Outsiders in playing benefits for Zero.
Adrian

Long Ditton, Surrey

Dear Zero;
Here is New Rave, I think
we are in the same¢1a\

Dear Zero*

1:’.- I1" (-5 11"‘ I’

forming an anarcho-feminist collective
to develop some ideas and maybe write
something. lt’s a lovely spring dayhere
—-and l’m sitting in the attic watching
the trees roll in the wind. l  
With love and solidarity, I
Margaret
Christchurch, New Zealand

'Salut,*

I" \ \'-‘hi
-'- very much involved in the

apres Malville discussions;
The first point is that

anarchists were not free from blame in
turning Malville into a confused fiasco.
As your article pointed out, the original
aim was to take over the site using non-
violent tactics. This aim was changed to
a ‘legal’ march merely as a show of force
Obviously many people, and in
particular the anarchists from the
Anarchist Federation and other groups,
were very angry at this decision. But
instead of working with the organisers,
instead of working with the people who
had changed, some tried to impose their

AI (ii.

I business‘ view demagogically, andlat the last j
Love and Peace. minute. This happened at the Montalieu

Jamie (for New Rave) general meeting, and when Jo_hn Lintolt Oi ii
I |.k d Z 1, I French left’, we should remember that
I k’ e fih"’—fi hw pe"l”b".t this included the Anarchist Federation.

how ‘ Dug t ‘t was a ’ As a writer in the Lyon libertarian paper
thlh Oh lemlhlst cohteht IRL concludes anarchists are not free

d l O but ’ figure that-w”’ from the paranloia and megalomania
. . . ___ A ypify political sects. The resu trelatively small but fairly active we f the man, Nation b extreme left. . .. Q p y

mgs | t thg_,5-Omlil | t agre EH50 confusion and lack of organisation whichpersona o e ca e c. we -doing some Stuff on the property everybody agrees was present at Malville
d I A i the mung“ for the |OCa| The second point is the question of

the womens movement here-—at

that the government is
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eve opers n. R - - - violence/non-violence. The ecologistsi ns. I am also fairl involved in .elect O Y and ‘non-violents’ (La Gueule Ouverte,
- - - union pacifists, comites Malville) were

hrfggxssmz :_LeG?t%2fi’n|ge;?ST;:iOn determined to be non-violent but did
- not sufficiently consider the need for

tt m tin w introduce efficient organisation. There was a lack
"1 § dh 5 b d . of walkie-talkies (called talkie-walkiesn we ve een oinga- in France! me a hones ori inal ideaslot of street theatre, l’ g h ’ grd h on autodefense etc. The anarchists—not

ah Cit €|2.mh;’eA all anarchists of course, but most of the
as Y mg . ‘violent’ group were anarchists-went _

hL’t”|’1’§Z’;‘§rC’i’fiS’th armed with helmets, sticks, molotov
cocktails. In other words, both groups

group and were polarised from the start. It seems
also to me that a confrontation with the

some CRS would be violent because the CRS
would not hesitate to attack. On the
other hand, to go armed ready to attack
is I think equally unrealistic-especially

’ if you consider how nervous the CRS
are in these situations. Well

in the organisation,

a strategy of
autodefense and

determination
could have _

worked in0 . ._ - ‘°0,,_ //5.0 6%,, <h'~3'=i 6 _ defeating,9:
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imaginative and creative

pity
th

[___  
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| wasnit there", but | was S their refusal to accept an imposed death

organised— in the best sense of the
word organised --with everyone 5

willing to participate actively

I

the CRS.

6

5 Nugent refused to wear prison clothes

it _ l i

.'

I I I -
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Zero is an ‘anarchist/anarca-feminist monthly produced by ' UK Distribution: Publications Distribution'Co-op 01-251 4976. USA Distribution:
al mixed collective, mainly from East London. Zero is looking for Carrier Pigeon, 88 Fisher Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02120.

Anticopyright providing this credit: Zero, Anarchist/Anarca-feminist newsmagazine,
is given, except for commercial use for which standard copyright applies. _
Correction: In Zero 3 we mistakenly stated that Black August was a libertarian
theatre group. In fact not all its members are libertarians; also the motorway play
mentioned as Black Augustis next production is in fact being worked on by another
group. Sorry for the confusion. , - -
idea of blinding the CRS (weather A I machinery. They need your support.
permitting) with a few thousand . ,- Demand political status. Write to Roy I
mirrors didn’t materialise. Another idea Mason, Secretary of State for
was the use of kites to prevent the CRS J Northern Ireland, Stormont, Northern
helicopters seeing what was going on. Ireland, and Callaghan, 10 Downing
A seventy-year-old I met after Malville Street, London. I 5
toldme that his idea of using laughing  solidarity
gas had been rejected. Shame. It IS 7 Louise Crane
these sort of ideas rather than abstract Leicester
discussions of violence/non-violcnce I "
that could have turned Malville into a
celebration of people’s ideas, and of Dear Fellow Workers,
bomb s We are a group of anarchists

' - ‘ (who've decided to get
(Paddy Hill together regularly to get
Lyon, France. involved in workers"

struggles in London, exchange
experiences, and come up with some
answers to problems we face with

Since the ending of - Unions, management, industrial action,
political status in March _ >isolations, sexism etc. We aim to be an
last year the number open and actlveygrou p, so all anarchists
‘of prisoners and other independent militants, _

tfigjfting to retain p0|it;¢a| status in J whether industrial or home workers, or
Northern Irish prisons has steadily Sell @mPl°Yedi are ehflhulilged if?’ ‘J9me
grown These prisoners J along. We meet fortnightly at Rising
of war arerefusing to accept Flee lsee A8ll3l9F0Pl-
criminal status, not_, I _ _Dave
b€CaUSe bell€V€ th€lTlSelVeS better, London wlbfkefs Group

or above, the so-called common  BOX W, Rising Free,
criminal. This struggle is necessary to 132 Upper gt,-est
continually remind the world that the London N1

4- -F6.‘! i-I \-

,Dear Zero,

‘Iii;

"'1 .against British imperialism.
The struggle for status began in

September 1976 with the conviction of
the first Republican prisoner since the ‘l’-‘=‘~?*-ii ’
removal of political status; Kieran

Dear Zero*
I was very
impressed with
Zero 3, es s.
especially the

letters page! I was on (or
rather near to) writing a
letter like the one from
North London AWA myself.-
Glad they.did it for me. As
for myself, rape is a “means
by which all men hold all,
women in a state of
powerlessness”. Not that I
feel any great desire to go

or do any prison work. Today 200
prisoners in Long Kesh cell block,
Crumlin Road and -Armagh jail are
spending 24 hours a day in their cells,
naked except for a blanket, deprived of
reading material, visits and letters.  
Beaten at any excuse. they are forced
to collect food from the canteen naked,
humiliatedand ridiculed at every
opportunity. With their food often
contaminated to render it impossible Out i=1h<_3l Tape (though l Cl0
to eat, the prisoners are already l'@¢08hl5@"*1h<3l am W0Tl<|_h8 .
‘suffering from sores and rashes due to 9""-mY murky 5l-'h<3°h5°'°U5l-
their inadequate diet. A speaker for Rather, ihfli l F3" Wflllf home
the Relatives Action Committee said at r}ieht_whistIm_e ‘Sukiyaki’
that the prisoners had been subjected Vflhlle l‘lll9l<°, with Whhm l .
to vicious cruelty in an attempt to lh/Pi Cahhoh Tl‘?-’fl '5 Why all
break their morale. The prisoners in me" 4l'@_"@5P°h5lhle l°ll'i1I3e.»
‘H’ Block at Long Kesh are all suffering ahd “hill me" heglh s
from failing eyesight because they are °l'83hl5lh8 =75 me’? ll‘) ¢_l@~'='='~t@
denied any exercise in fresh air. They aWafehe55_°l ihell
have to live in an environment where Pafilclhahoh lh *1 5Y5i@m
they are subjected to the glare of thaticreates fear—-instead of
artificial strip lighting permanently. leaving it all to wo_mefi-—.lll1E=
-The prisoners in ‘B’ Wing, Crumlin situation will continue. '
Road jail are completely naked, even l-0\/B and 5'"U88le
denied a blanket to cover them. The ' Wat 2
women prisoners in Armagh jail are lapah
isolated in ‘A1’ Wing. When they are i

-fi'-

permitted to leave the cells in the
morning to go to the toilet, they are
accompanied by wardens with guard
dogs. These dogs are encouraged to
attack the women at the slightest _ _exCuSe_ my subscription please

The prisoners are steadily losing send to Plymouth feminist group. I have
their remission. Every fortnight they leached thls declsloh hecausei l_ iare diSCip|ined_ Days in ysomary personally, don’t get an_y _ben_efit from
confinement are impossible because the pledolhlhahtly femlhlst hhe of
of the overcrowded conditibns so the ' Zhm' The Class Struggle '5 the most' 1

beds and blankets are removed from ‘ hhphrtaht lsshe from my Own posihhh
the cells for three days and nights. I T35 a member of the “'°rk’hg"°la55'

as These men and women (ares, gs J s Good bye and good luck, I
I -struggling agasinsstsoneseofthe most (Graham Short

oppressive manifestations of the state Pennycross, Plymouth _

Dear Zero Collective*
Please don’t send me any
more issues of Zero! The
issues I still have left on
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some of NAFF’s policies are in tune
with what he himself has argued in his

j I Financial Times column.
When two sides in a conflict have
unequal power, 'fair:pIa"y’ will always
favour the stronger side. Liberals who
insist on fairness in the Grunwick
struggle inevitably lend support to the
employers, for the employers own and

He believes that the laws on
industrial relations should be more
explicit and that working -class people
can best pursue their interests through
parliamentary and legal channels. He
harps on the ‘power of the Unions’, t

control the means of production and t but does not recognisethat the
theworkers own only their ability" to T" ' i icorollaryiof their power is the hupthey‘ , I
work. This gives overwhelming strength give the efficient running of capitalism:
to the former, joey Rogaly’s book is a the most important thing about the
masterpiece of ‘fairness’, and thus a mass picket on july ll was the way o ,
‘gross dis.tortioh of what istihappenilflg t I the big ttradeunion delegations led
at Grunwick. t

The faults of this book spring from
Rogaly’s failure to understand what
class is. For him, the working class is s
distinguished from the capitalist class

people away from Grunwick, allowing
the scab bus inl:l Marshall Colman
THE

by different mort-ality rates, sick pay (|l‘ItEl'l'Og3t|OI‘IS '01"!1|.)
schemes andtype of cigarettes smoked,
and not by the fact that the workers
have no control over the means by
which they produce their livelihood. A
He sees the class struggle not as the root
of the Grunwick dispute, but as
something imported by the Unions
and thus, after his account of the initial
walkout in I976, he loses sight of the
Grunwick workers and relates only the
doings of APEX, Brent Trades Council
and the TUC’

' Rogaly also overlooks the real
significance of the fact that the 3
Grunwick workforce is predominantly
Asian and female. He realises this is a
way of keeping wages down but not
that Grunwick workers_are doubly
exploited. He gives some interesting
background material on the East s
African Asians, but in the end he; can
only comprehend the Grunwick S
workers as petit bourgeois housewives
working for pin money. The fact that
many of their husbands are in work
almost justifies for Rogaly the to
appalling wages Grunwick pay. He
overlooks the fact that women and
blacks constitute a secondary labour
market, working in the worst industries
and first to get the boot in a crisis. The
important thing is not whether
Grunwick workers’ wages compare
favourably with wages in other film
processing forms, but the fact that
workers everywhere have no control
over their work.

A Rogaly's impartiality is, in fact,
pretty fragile. There is an enormous
difference between his account of
Brent Trades Council and his account
of the National Association for
Freedom. He makes much of the
number of committees on which
‘bearded, twenty-eight year-old’ lack
Dromey sits and the Trades CounciI‘s
links with tenants’ associations, Brent
Women‘s Centre, the OAP’s committee,
Harlesden Advice Centre, Brent _
Community Relations Council, etc. etc.
He manages to imply that the whole
business is rather sinister.

When he comes to NAFF, however,
we are not told of its connections. '
We are not told, for example, that
Robert Moss, its director, worked for
the Institute for the Study of Conflict,
which follows I<itson’s counter-
insurgency theories, has contact with
the South African security force
BOSS, and advocates the sacking of
cornmunists.(We are not told that
Brian Crozier, the director of the
Institute, is on the NAFF Council,
nor that he set up the CIA-backed
Forum World Features who
commissioned Moss’s book Chile ‘s
Marxist Experiment, nor that Moss
‘looks forward to the day when a
British, Pinochet comes to power.

Instead, Rogaly treats us to a
summary of Moss’s book The Collapse
of Democracy. However, he lets the
J, -

cat out of the bag when he sa s that
. 1| ' '

___!

Interrogations is a quarterly International  
Review of Anarchist Research which
began publication at the end of I974.
For two years it was edited by the
veteran anarchist Louis Mercier Vega,
for a year it has been produced by an
anarchist collective in Turin, and so far
there have been eleven fat issues A
containing long articles in four languages
—-French, Italian, Spanish and English.

The main problem of such a
publication his of course that few people
can read more than one language, arid
even with abstracts in the other three
languages most of each issue is
inaccessible to most people. Those who
read only English have had relatively
few articles, virtually all from the
United States, but the two latest issues
(I0 and ll) contain a 30,000 word, _ _ o
British anarchistlpress, andfor the I
first time Interrogations is directly
relevant to readers in this country.

The Ulster Conflict is, however, a
disappointing item to find in a paper
which isboth international and
anarchist. Mansell has written a
detailed account of Northern Ireland

separate communities identified by two
similar but separate nations, or peoples,
or races. Whatever you call them, the t
Irish Catholics (the indigenous ,
population long subjugated by the
English) and the Ulster Protestants —
(the Presbyterian Scots imported by the
English to help subjugate the Irish) are
not just victims of British imperialism
who refuse to unite against theiroreal to
elnemies, satire‘ genuine phenomena
which must be treated phenomeno-y
logically-—eth,at is, in terms of their own.
beliefs and behaviour- t

The second hard fact "is that there is ‘
no solution to the Northern Irish t
question, apart from violent '
suppression at oneextreme or gradual A
evolution at the other. The two
communities are at the same time so
narrowly segregated in history, culture,
"housing,education, and employment, v t
and so widely mixed geographically‘  

I

impossible. Mansell mentions‘ some of
— ’ - the few instances of joint activity, butgoing back two thousand years, which the are exce tions that rove the rulewill be found informative and interesting C Y -p- ‘P s ’es Eda“ b nOn_Br,t- h de b t and any realistic prognosis must takep y y IS rea rs, u _ _

which in general says little that can ‘t be "’CcOunt(‘;“;)“h-E C0nt‘aFjn,““’€t‘0n5
found in standard books on the subject, Suggeste Y YPFI-IS, a es ne, or even- - - - frica.and which in particular says little about Southetn A . . .
factors that are crucial to an libertarian N Yet’ ‘n a Snuatlor.’ whmh has ““‘f’c‘i""‘

Y all liberal and socialist efforts, there isdiscussion of the Northern Irish question
M "Se" ~ t. M . I . ' a libertarian approach to Northern

a men ‘Om’ Must ‘ma 755’ lreland, and perhaps the mostand, although he doesn’t explicitly
either reject or accept it, his approach
does seem to be generally Marxist. It isf .

disappointing feature of The Ulster
Conflict is thatMansell says so little
about recent significant developments,o course important to include such giving only a few pages to the rT,0ub|eS

economic factors as class structure, land of the ast decade and bare|. . P Y
°w““f‘5h'_p* modes, Of_p"°d“ct'_Oni _ _ men tloning the entou raging signs which

exploitation in a discussion of Ulster,
as of any other political problem, but,

T N 'as om airn emphasises in his Marxist P '
book The Break-up of Britairz (New Left MUTINIES: m1T2o' B; Dave

answer to the Northern Irish question.
(:]Nicolas Walter

Books, I977), a Marxist analysis misses 50p
precisely the essential factors which Th' f ll e rched am hlet. . . . . is care u r seadominate UIster-religion and nationalism. - y- - 1| p-I pcontinues Solidarity s consistent

Mansell says that the Ulster conflict attempts to generalise the experience
‘has not been over doctrinal differences’, of ‘all those who are in conflict with
which is true but misleading. Few t
religious conflicts have been over
doctrinal differences, because religion

the present authoritarian social
structure, both in industry and society
at large’. (As We See /t).Libertarians

goes beyond doctrine to prO\/ide muflh " often distrust the idea of militancy in
of the system of belief and behaviour
which gives a community its identity.
Mansell puts the ‘development’ of
Catholic and Protestant ‘identity’ in
Ulster into quotation marks, as if the
process involved the artificial creation
of imaginary entities. He doesn’t quite
say that the two communities suffer
from false consciousness, or that the
two religions are rival brands of
peoples opium, but he comes
dangerously close to this simplistic
diagnosis which is the common left-
wing non-explanation of hard facts.

The first hard fact is that Northern
Ireland contains two similar but I

1

the armed and police forces, ignoring
the fact that they are recruited from
the working class andthat the divisions
within them between order-givers and
order-takers are class divisions. They
sometimes confuse oppositionto the
organisation with opposition to its rank
and file. It is a mistake one would not
expect of libertarians. Working for a
revolution with no vanguard or central
command, and one that does not
reproduce the organisation of the
bourgeois state, they depend more on
the disaffection, sororisation and
sfraternisation of the armed forces than
do the Leninists.

and economically that conflict is alm‘ost- T
'nevitabIe and cooperation almost

I -—--"'.'
/l/lutinies describes some of the ~

strikes, walkouts, demonstrations and
take-overs by soldiers and sailors at the
close of the First World War. Sick of
conditions sometimes worse than those
of enemy prisoners, eager for demobil-_
isation, fearful of unemployment when
they were demobbed and reluctant to
fight against the -Bolsheviks,‘they took
great risks and overthrew the authority 1;
of theirofficers ‘(The class nature of ‘
these mutinies is highlighted by the r
number of NCO's who participated.)
Some of the mutinies were -ssrnallfand

__ ‘-1. - -'1' 3" _-_;

shortlived: 500 RAF men at Biggin Hill
went on strike for improvements in
their living conditions,and met} within,
complete and-almost immediate success
Others were-much larger: 20,000
soldiers went on strike at Southampton
and took over the docks, but were.‘ A
easily quelled; "Others were far-reaching
in their consequences: in Calais the
troops formed a Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Association, democratically organised
on the basis of delegation. In the
actions that Dave Lamb mentions--and
his list is not exhaustive-—some 80,000
people were involved. Considering the
risk of being killed on the spot,the
power against which they rose up and
the years of military indoctrination
some of them had absorbed, the
significance of these actions is greater
than the numbers might at first suggest.

E-

I

MUTINI.Es.— 191? - 1920 1
Dave Lamb . is . T "

The military and civil authorities
were extremely worried by the mutinies.
A secret War Office Circular (leaked by
the Daily Herald) asked officers for
regular reports on the loyalty of their
men. ‘Will troops in various areas
respond to orders for assistance to
preserve the public peace? Will they
-assist in strike-breaking? Will they
-parade for draft to overseas, especially
to Russia?’ it said. With small let-up in
pre-war industrial militancy and the
success of the Bolsheviks facing them,
the ruling class realised the reliability
of the troops was crucial. Dave Lamb
suggests that the Bolshevik military
success was largely due to the
disaffection of the troops sent to attack
them. At Seleskoe and Archangel,
counterrevolutionary forces refused to
fight. .

L It is over-optimistic to believe that all
mutinies are essentially libertarian.
More important than the casting down
of old structures is the character of the
new organisation thrown up. Although
many soldiers and sailors formed
councils, other risings were diffuse
expressions of anger—for example, the
riot of ex-servicemen in Luton in which -
the town hall was burnt down. But
Mutinies demonstrates that the
‘impossible’ can happen. As Dave Lamb
puts it, ‘the armed forces can them-
selves become a source of revolutionary
activity giviifig expression to libertarian
demands.’ Marshal Coleman

 1 .___ Z
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3|; Hgjbgjn P1399 ()1*g3_n1ggd by X 3 0Ol'll2fl(ttgN9WS from 'NOWh91'(-3, N°ttingham- . _ 4,
new political risoners support L,b%’,.’;t’,‘:,.‘,"‘ 100 Whitechapel, Liverpool 1. i MUTINIES: 1917-1920 by
organisation lack Aid and the State Fgmmlgm as Tel. 051-708 i2 :0. Dav? Lamb. HEW Pflmghleli

* I‘ . ‘W go . I l

50UTH EA5T (INCLUDING Anarchism, Women ’s Liberation
NDQN LIBERTARIAN in N Ireland/Spain,Working

OONFER NCE 53111131’? 27l23/ with Men, etc , available (to
29 fit ESSEX U1’liV91‘Slty wlFBHhOB wgmep gnly) for 15p frgmPukgagolchgawfi E=Biei=tMa1n d Mandy Veiie, 100 Whitechapel
“'°' °P” °mm"“ ‘la 1°“ an Lille 9°‘ scoqrrtsn LIBERTA111AN number of a es and lots of"ne.ws€vO::1:l Psolitiggs includéigg he W1-I(:LE THING §EDERATl0N_ Members, andsginfg 28,)? |

" “’° ° l ° all °""“" as 1*" anmfl roups in Alloa Aberdeen, * sociat Ravourrionfood, floor space rm sleeping feminist printshop planning ’
bags) Registration Fri ay Journal to bring together past,
evening abrol’s NADA present and future writings on
showing Saturday evening All anarca feminist theory lookin
those wishing to attend contact for information, suggestions,
Libertarian Socialist Society contributors writings
clo Students Union (address P0 Box 11308, San Francisco,
above as soon as gossible Ca 94117, USA

W0 EN’S FES IVAL "7! ANARCHIST GAY LIB
irst women’s festival ever held ROUP-—-to put anarchist ideas

in Britain Nov 29 to Dec 19 at th th t .the nun Hall Chenies Street ‘.i‘§§Z‘bi‘lee‘§l~eeiZiii i‘$ieiii‘$’g‘" MIDLANDS ANARCHIST Sue £2-0° for 1°1sS"v-
London WC1 Tel 01 637 7664 such a group, contact Alan Bray, ‘TEDERATION LOWS? Crane, WINTEBROGATION 11-’ the
Theatre, film, video, dance, Flat D 23 Great James Street 13 Arden Terrace, Braunstone, mte.mat1°“al anhrchlsi review
music, discussion, art, crafts, London WC1 Te] 405 3350 Leicester. Tel. go/o Sid & Pat) avallable “°“‘i with an.a’.yS'5 °f
children’: events, workshops (F11 eve /weekends) Leicester 8645 1. Groups/ the culfint étallgll Pfljltlcfll

68 CLUB at the new West ANARCA FEM1N1$1y[ two. individuals in Birmingham, Scene (£1113 9° fl.rt‘? Ojjlthe
dian Sports and Social Club] 5 atemehts from America (glp Leicester, Coventry, rgots °Mt 9 co“ 1°‘? in Ste’: f

Cgmmunlty centre’ Wggtwgod Inc post) Leamjngtgng Warwjgk Univ,’ ( aile g 31159") and HEBG O
Street, Moss Side Manchester 14 ANARCI-113M by Lynne Fan-ow Nottingham, Oxford and anamhists to have detalled
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4th Dec Campaign Against the Anal-gmgt Fiefnlnlst imp;-mi; SW4. Monthly meetings. mpvimen an ‘S?’ en groilps
AIHIS TI'fldE_‘dlSCl.1SSlOl‘l With 76 Ppgkham Rgad Lgndgn ‘fitinn ngehl/ir%gatlOns
Sandy Merritt groom) wAvg B0,, 344,; KENT ANARCHIST ‘ ‘S “Val 3 ° mm °X 746»
* How THE BAD OLD DAYS Bambrldge Mass Q0139 USA FEDERATION. Steve & Dave, . g
WILL END Social Revolution j Quarterly femmi t publication C3I1t91'bl-_11'Y AG» 12 C131'9m°nt 1(§'%.,b1g€:f%-gpgitg 5253511)‘?
reprint of aituationist inspired A — well worth reading P11-‘"19, W1H¢h9flPi Qanlierbufy; articles not ‘in English avean
Modest Proposal For How The FEMIZN IST Dave Nflfmfllli UI11V_- Of Kent AG, English summaryBad Old Days W1llEI1d by OMMUNICATIONS 4003 Keynes 001le§eiUn1v-of Kent, -
Charles Lutwidge available again Wabash Ave , San Diego Canterbury; lm Endersbyi co TAC-rs
5p+post S3 Gre o Crescent, California 92104 70 Bradboume Road» SeVen°ak5=“mm ndon E Kent *LESBIAN LINE, phone
LEFT WITHQUT MARX GRQUPS LEND MAAM a fiver! Service fl’-"7 Women-
bertanan group on Moqement Against A Mflnarchyg 2-10pm. on

ITIATIVE a Sheffield - f - d Mondays and Fridays. Letters
g€:€:‘:?hghCg:,en‘.fi,,‘::Etet‘ng Wm grouping attempting to combine i,§“p‘},?,’§‘,°b,‘§‘g°,n§,i;h“§j‘,,to c/o BM 1514, London
Manifesto Dec 2, 7 30pm at the anarchists, libertarians and slogan ‘We won’t stand for the WC1V SXX.

situationists in cooperative N t- 1 A th *_ F f *LONDON WORKERS
(€;T§:?tu§l;£:bI’,g£g:nT€Vtj‘enham association Mag ‘New Life out thae ‘),',“,§,’d“g, ,,'1,,,§,§‘f,,,3‘,§§f§Y 0 _ GROUP. Working anarchists and
Details 01 555 5248 soon (issue no 0 an investigation MAAM BQK M 5 Caledonjan other independent militants
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EVEN-rs 01 637 9308/9i Nov 17 for Smoke Room, Old Dyers Arms, * PEACE NEWS for nonviolent
MARCH AGAINST weeks 4 30, 6 30 8: S 45 nightly The Butts, Coventry. revolution. Reports, analysis,
hi Sat ‘Bfifflfé Hlfidfllghil , 3. C0ilECli10I1 Of INF HEWS Of IIOIIVIOIGIIIZ 3.Clll0I'l -1'01‘
Dec 10 Aggemble at Vicgona 30s government propaganda toads anarchist/Situationist social change, building

newsi-eels on Spain, Germany, group, ohhtahi; through Leeds alternatives, resistance to the I
Embmkment Embankment with accorn an n left film Universi Students Union me machine Coverin anti-P Y1 e f W ~ S“ - E
gag) $31 ’:,‘fth£'1rg‘os,‘i‘?',’c“gsgat extracts Tickets £1 20, students, SWANSEA ANARC]-]1$Ts, militarism, sexual politics,
Agnbaugdor 5 residence ’ claimants, oaps £1 00 liq Glanmgy Road, Uplands, ecology, de_central' ation, etc.

’ S . -- 'German Embassy to deliver SE
protest against killings, ending

is
15p fortnightlg, £5.50 for

NOR in WEST ANARCHISI‘ ubliihed by Oxford L<md<rm
FEDERATION, 6 Stockley Ave. lldantgi <3’/0 123 cL3th°m Rd‘!
Hai'w'ood,Bolton,Lancs. L°Dd°1'1 6- C I 1 y
Monthly meeti sand newsletter. ANARCHY MAGAZINE, ‘
Groups in Buriiiey, Blackburn, ‘E9 Grcsverwr Ave -1'; Lcndgin N5-
Colne, Preston and Whalley. R No. 24 now out, with -twice the

T)umfries,_Dundee_, Fife, c/on 83, Gregory Crescent, Eltham,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Linlithgow, London SE9. Bimonthlv 151»-
Paisley, ort Glasgow & Stirling. N0- BIIOW 0l1l1- i
Nat. Sec. S Redfern, Mains ~§0I_’EN ROAD f10- 4- BQX 6135,
House, Mains Road, Linlithgow, taticn G, Vancouver. B-Ci;
West Lothian. C31‘-353 V53 4G5- - L
*ABERYS'l‘WYTH GROUP. *S0LIDARITY! Paper of the
new address: Mike Sheehan, c S°lid31'ltY national B1'°\1P- N°- 5
Nevadd Caerleon, Victoria " Ollie 1519- from S(NG)..i
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London WC1 6XX. Cheques etc.
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CAMBRIDGE ANARCHISTS’ review, but don’t wait to order it available for benefits/socials-i -'

intmdgcsed b PROFS Mike College Cambridge This IS a take the Pl'?5$l11'Ef off their 87 Bulwer Road, London E11.
Flt mld Dy 18 Chan es prisoners aid group irivitiii desperate financial situation. (01-558 3396)
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